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1. INTRODUCTION 

This article will present the design criteria and expected performance ofa hadron iden- 
tification system in a fixed target experiment at the SSC. The proposed SFT spectrometer[l] 
will be used an a model for the discussion. 

2. KINEMATIC RANGE FOR PHYSICS GOALS 

Two primary uses of hadron identification in a B physics experiment arc Bavor tagging 
and the rejection of background dE,to particle reflections in the reconstruction of exclusive 
decay modes. In the first case it will he seen that use of baons can increase substantially 
the number of events which can be tagged. In the latter case, decays in which particles UC 
mis-identified cm form a background to a desired decay mode. 

To be specific consider the example of tagging the t = 0 flavor of the the CP mode 
B - J/$lfs by the decay of the other B badron in the event. It is assumed that the CP 
ste.te itself triggers the apparatus, e.g. through the di-muon decay of the $. 

PYTHIA is used to generate iI& target p - p cdhionn at fi = 193 GeV. The 
acceptance is taken to be 2mr (3mr) < 9 < 75mr in polar angle for muons (hadrons). In 
addition alI particles are required to have E > 20GeV to minimize multiple scattering in 
the active silicon target and to allow muons to pcnetrstc the hadron shield. Out of 40,000 
generated events rpproximately 9,000 Bd - J+Ks decays satisfy these cuts. Figure 1 shows 
the energy apcctra of r/K/p daughters of the other B hadron, which l+ave L transverse impact 
parameter bw > 20,um. The relative particle ratios shown in i+re 2 are important for the 
determination of cuta to diecrbninatc among the particle types (6-c. 3.2). 

The gain in statistical power hy using Kaon tws compared to muon tags is demon- 
strated in figure 3. The probahilly that the charge of a muon or kaon’&rrectly identifies the 
flwor (bar&) of its pant ia shown in liguc I M a function of 4. Here au tmignmcnt of 
“correct” uumen that the muon occnrs in a b + c trarwition and the luon occurs at the end 
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of a b - c - 6 cascade. When nwre than one muon or kaoaon is available m a tag then the 
one hWin.5 the highest 9 is chaen. hm figure 38 one ~rn that the fraction of correct [I] 
muon tags increases with P, up until about 1 GcV/ c whik the fraction of correct kaon tags 
appears to be nearly independent of PT. The fraction of events for which a tag partide is 
available is ahown in figure 3b as L function of the Pr cut. Integration over all P, indicates 
that there is rpprotimately 3 times ea many potential Kahn tags M muon tags. However after 
P, cuts of 1 GcV/c for muons and 0.3GeV/c for kaons are made, approximately 5 times as 
many km,” t868 mrvive a, compued to muons. 

2.2 Reconsiwclion of Ezclwivc Modes 

Hsdron ID m&y not always be necessary in EUC~ where intermediate mass constraints 
UC available although it may be crucial in reducing, s yet, unanticipated backgrounds. In 
contrast simpler, e.g. two-body, decay modes may require hadron ID to reject so-called 
“reflected” decays. Perhaps the most demanding example is the separation of a desired CP 
mode B.+ 4 7~ from B., 4 xK. The momentum resolution of P fixed target spectrometer 
may not be sufficient to distinquish between these two modes on reconstructed mass alone. 
Figure 4 shows the r/K energy spectra assuming equal branching fractions to these two 
modes. The distributions appear remarkably similar in shape with x/K - 3. 

3. THE FIXED TARGET HADRON ID SYSTEM 

The identificstion of hadrons in the momentum ranges indicated in figures 2 and 
4 can be achieved in a combined system composed of a RICH and a TRD. A simplified 
layout of the proposed SFT experiment is shown in figure 5. For reasons of clarity only the 
components relevant to particle identification are displayed. 

9.1 Detector Description 

The Cerenkov radiator gas ia chosen to be Neon which implies a pion threshold of 
- 12GeV/c and a maximum Cerenkov angle of 8, = 11.6mrod. Assuming a conservative 
value for the figux-of-merit N, = SO/cm, a 16m long radiator would yield 

(Nph) = N.LainZBc - 11 

detected photons for an infinite momentum ring. As illustrated in figure 5b ccrcnkov photons 
are focussed by segmented mirrors onto photon detectors located outsides of the experimental 
aperture. The expected error A& in measured Cerenkov angle 8~ due to the off-axis 
imaging is estimated from 131 to b c 1 ess than 1% of Bc. The chromatic error[4] 

A&h, = $-A& 
i~nta”8c 

depends on the photon energy bandwidth AE, of the detector and is - lOOprod for the 
broadest bandwidth detector considered; a UV enhanced photomultiplier tube. The final 
source of error ia the finite position resoution due to pixel size 8, 

the foul length f = lbm nod the pixel six-z is taken to be in the range O&m < 8 < l.Ocm. 
The lower end of this range could be achieved in l solid photocathode wire chamber[S] rldle 
the upper end could be satisfied hy &siting small diameter phototubes[b]. Using thae 
waurca of error figure 6 shows the sepuation significance of x and K ring u l function of 
momentum P. 

AI the .hility of the RICH to disc&in& between r wad K dqs falls below la In 
the rmge of 175 - 200GcV/c a TRD is wed to extend the plrticle ID capability of the SFT 
experiment up to - 500 G&‘/c. 

The design md simulation of the detector is taken to he aim& to the Fermilab E’l69 
TH.D[7]. There are 24 mod&s in depth, each cornpoled of either a stack of radiator foils 
or a foam radiator followed by a double layer of Zenon fIlled PWCs. This detector and its 
simulation are described in mom detail in another contribution to these proce&ngs[g]. 

9.2 Drtcctor Performoncr 

In the simplest case partide detection efficiency and rejection of bwkgmund are 
inter-related by the choice of cut on the physical sign&l from a detector. In the absunce of 
a specific requirement on either efficiency or backgmund, figure 7 illustrates a method for 
establishing aa experimental cut for separating pious from kaond in the TIW. 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the number of TRD planea firing for piona md 
kmns at 200GeV/c, using the &d&m in [S]. In this sample the r/K ratio is taken 
to be 3. PI might be expected for particles stemming from a secondary vertex. The cut 
ia chosen at the intersection of these two distributions. The kmo detection efficiency and 
the pion contamipation within the “Kahn-identified” smple is obtained from the cumulative 
distributions evaluated at the cut value. The results UC plotted in Iiguro ga md b for 
x/K = 3and 10 and 200GcV/c < P < lOOOGeV/c. In [g] it is noted that the “practical” 
pion TR yield may well saturate for P = 500GcV/c. The calculation is repeated in figure 
10 with this Limiti!Jg behavior. 

A similar calculation is done for the RICE to obtain the curves of ligure 9. The 
drop in efficiency below 50GeV/c is due to the requirement of at leaat three photons being 
detected. In these calc&tions a pixel size of a = 1 cm is wsumed. 

Heferring to fiyres 8 and 9, if one requires a Kahn efficiency > 90% and a pion 
contamination < 10% then the combination of both detectors permit a momentum range of 
50 GeV/c < P < 700 GeV/c for an assumed particle ratio r/K = 3. A less favorable particle 
ratio of K/K = 10 would restrict the momentum range to 50GeV/c < P < 500GeV/c. The 
lower momentum cut of 5OGcV/c is necessary if one requires a +‘postive Kahn id” of a particle 
in order to distinqtish it from other non-radiating particlea such as protons. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Using the two simple examples of flavor tagging and reconstruction above, adequate 
hadron identification in a fixed tarset expcrimant at the SSC is feasible using a combination 
of a RICH and a TRD. The large momentum range associated tiith fixed target kinematics 
can be covered by detectors built with etisiting tccbnologies. 

A&,. = & ,whcrc 
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Figure 1: Laboratory energy distributions of n, K and p from the decay of the “other” B 
hadron in events triggered by & - +Ks. 
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Figure 2: Ratio of particles in the decay of the “other” R badron. 
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Figure 3: (a) The probability that the tagging particle provides the correct flavor, bm6, of 
its parent hadron and h) the relative Iraclion of events for which there is a tagging Particle. 
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Figure 4: Laboratory energy distributions of pions and kaons within the acceptance and 
from B, + xx and & - If*. 
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Figure 5: PIan view of the proposed SFT experiment with blow-up of the RICH. Also 
indicated are the trajectories of a particle and its radiated Cerenkov photons. 
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Figure 6: The number of standard deviations separating pion and kaon Cerenkw Angs. 
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Figure 7: Number of TRD planes tiring for pions and kaons. The ratio of particles is taken to 
be n/K = 3. The point of intersection of the two distributions is used as the cut separating 
kaons from pions. 
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Figure 6: The efficiency for identifying Lams using the TRD and the Iraction of the identified 
kaon sample which is actually pions, for two values of assumed TJK ratios. 

Figure 9: Sine u figure 6 except only the RICH is used. The properties of the RICH ye 
those specified in the text; L = 16 cm, -,,b = 66, A’. = 50/m md 4 = , m. 
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GcV/c value. 
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